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CRAZY WITH
ENLIGHTENMENT
The Keahak™ Advisors group, including Dr. Doug Davies, Alain Bolea, Linda
and me were chatting on the phone last
week. Linda and I had just gotten back
from doing the Kasama workshop in
By Geoffrey Hoppe
Kauai. During the course of our discussion, we all noted how harsh the energies
had been lately. We each experienced it
in our own way, and we were all exasperated by the intensity of what we were feeling. Dr. Doug, a gifted astrologer,
couldn’t correlate any particular astrological influences to the situation, and
after 30 minutes of commiseration and speculation, we finally decided to ask
Adamus why everything was so intense lately.
We rarely call on Adamus for personal channels. It’s been well over a year
since the last time, but all of us felt the intensity at such a deep level that we
decided to see what he had to say. We got together on a conference call a
few days later and began the session, as usual, with Linda’s breathing.
Adamus was much more casual than usual, very different than the way he
comes in during a Shoud or a workshop. It felt like he was right there with
us, legs crossed, sitting in a large wingback chair sipping a cup of espresso.
The energy of the private session literally changed the way all of us felt, and
his words were inspiring. I’d like to share some of Adamus’ comments with
you because I think many Shaumbra are experiencing energetic intensity
right now. I’ve done some minor editing for clarity, but otherwise these are
Adamus’ words:
ADAMUS: Under the circumstances, you’re all doing incredibly well. It used
to be that those who were going through embodied ascension would have to
be hauled off to the countryside and isolated from other people. They were
put there so that they could go through their craziness away from others.
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You’re essentially reordering everything within you, which of course, we’ve
talked about before, but now you’re actually experiencing it. And there
is a point – there are many points actually – where nothing makes sense.
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The way you’ve connected
to yourself is all changing. We have talked about
this before extensively over
the years, but now you’re
going through the deeper
levels of it.

You’ll find that you’re
hypersensitive to things –
to sounds, to light, whether it’s sunlight or lights in a
building or even sensitivity to fluorescent lights. You’re
very, very sensitive to other people’s energies, to their
thoughts and their emotions and particularly sensitive,
oddly enough, to those who suppress emotions. It’s
easier for you to deal with people who are up-front with
their emotions, because their emotions are open and
flowing. But some people hold things in, hold them
back and don’t let them flow out. You’re very aware
of these things and it bothers you, because you know
it’s not right, it’s not natural, but yet you can feel what
they’re suppressing.
You become very sensitive to food. The thing that

4
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makes it difficult is it changes almost daily with the
things you’re sensitive to. Some of you here, and many
Shaumbra, are experiencing sensitivities in the stomach
and in the bowels, and then the next day you’re having
sensitivity to things in the mind.

It’s all changing, and that’s why I say, under the circumstances, you’re doing quite well. You’re still able
to (mostly) function in society, to do your jobs. You find
that there is an intense need for a lot of time to yourself,
because, well, you need it. You need that integration.

The mind is going to take a subordinated position in
your life, in your thinking, even in things like planning,
but more in things like your passion, as the creative force
comes through. And as I mentioned in the (April) Shoud,
most humans use a very small degree of creativity simply to solve life’s problems, but that’s a great underuse
of creativity. What’s happening right now is the creative
Kyeper energy is coming into you, through you and it’s
completely disorienting the mind. It’s confusing the mind
and, of course, the mind then clamps down. It goes into
its mode of trying to figure everything out, and it can’t.
Eventually the mind will do its own form of surrender. It
will become subordinated to the I Am and to the creative
Self. But right now it’s fighting for its job. It’s fighting to
do what it’s been trained to do, and it simply doesn’t
understand the Kyeper, the creative.

In a way, you’re actually splitting yourself. And while
that may sound to be a little neurotic, it’s not because
you’re going to be splitting again and again and again.
But instead of these personalities, these AND selves
being either in contradiction to each other or unaware
of each other, they’re going to be very aware. In a way
it’s going to be like leading many lives, but doing it in
a very compatible and a very graceful way. We’ll go
deeply into this in Keahak V. You’ll experience being
many – the AND – in a way the singular self could not
possibly imagine. Once you get to this point – the point
of diversifying the self – there is a lot of temporary discomfort. There is a lot of mental chaos. It’s what you’ve
been experiencing lately.

And where once you could find some sense of relief in
your dream state, even there is proving to be no refuge at
all for you, because the same thing is occurring, not just
in this human level, but in the other levels.
Basically, there is a tremendous amount of questioning your old self. You’re questioning it because you’re
truly beginning to integrate your new Self, and that’s the
good news. But you’re integrating that new Self and that
causes an almost obsessive amount of questioning your
old self. Please understand that all of this is quite natural.
They probably won’t have to haul you off and lock you up
in the countryside somewhere.

In enlightenment, the Master can one day just be a
regular human, and in the next moment in that day the
Master can be an enlightened being, and in the next
moment be both enlightened and still asleep. You can be
very sensitive and the next moment very un-sensitive in a
physical and emotional way, or you can be both at once.

You’re at the point of diversifying the Self, and yes, it
is very, very uncomfortable right now. But then you start
getting used to it, and you realize what an incredible
dance this is. It’s not Aspectology. That is a different situation. I call it “Diversitology: Crazy with enlightenment.”
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FEATURED EVENTS
LIGHT INTEGRATION
S edona, A Z, U SA • June 8– 9 , 20 1 5
In this interactive workshop, attendees will learn about the attributes of the Light Body and the Light Mind, and have experiences
with the physical body meeting the light body. Includes experiences with Adamus Saint-Germain and Jim Self.
MORE INFO

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL UPDATE
Louisville, CO, USA • June 2 7–2 9 , 20 1 5
Attend in person o r o n l i n e
The Sexual Energies School is being updated! Originally channeled by Tobias in February 2006, it’s the most popular class. We’re
updating SES in June to include comments from
Geoff and Linda before each channeled session,
MORE INFO
as well as additional channels from Adamus.

ASPECTOLOGY U D AT E
Louisville, CO, USA • August 7–9 , 20 1 5
Attend in person o r o n l i n e
Tobias’ Aspectology School provides some of the most fundamental material offered by the Crimson Circle. It is being updated
as well to include additional information from Geoff, Linda and
Adamus. REGISTRATION OPENS SOON.
MORE INFO

MAGIC OF MERLIN
Sibiu, Romania • S eptember 25–2 6, 20 1 5
Adamus comes back to Romania for a two-day event in September.
We will explore the Magic of Merlin in beautiful Sibiu, located in
Transylvania at the heart of Romania. The medieval Sibiu was named
European Capital of Culture in 2007. Romanian transMORE INFO
lation available. REGISTRATION OPENS SOON.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
P l e a s e v i s i t t he Crimson C ircle S tore for more infor mation on these ev e n t s .
NOTE:

N ot a ll e vents a re yet open for registration;
C C Angels receive advance notice

APRIL
30

AUGUST

Teacher Council Meeting

Online

MAY
02
09
09

Monthly Webcast & Shoud
Keahak IV
™

Keahak Life II
™

09   10 Consciousness, Unleashed
17   21 The Ahmyo Retreat
22
30

Louisville & Online
Online

Keahak IV

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville & Online

15

Keahak V

Online

07   09 Updated Aspectology School
29

Greece

SOLD OUT
Online

02

Kryon Tour

06

No Monthly Webcast & Shoud!

13

Keahak™ V Open

26

Keahak™ IV Finale

05   07 Kryon Channeler’s Summit

Grand Canyon

Sedona

13

Online

Keahak™ Life II

Online

Online

Teacher Council Meeting

12

Keahak™ V

05

02

Teacher Council Meeting

04

Crimson Circle Summer BBQ & Party Louisville

18
24
25
30

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

13   18 The Threshold
26

Online

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville & Online

Keahak™ V

Online

ProGnost 2015 Update
™

Crimson Circle Angels Webcast
Keahak V
™

Teacher Council Meeting

Louisville & Online

Keahak V
™

Online

Louisville & Online
Online

France

Romania
Online

OCTOBER
01

Teacher Council Meeting

10

Keahak™ V

03
31

27   29 Full Update: Sexual Energies School Louisville & Online
JULY

Louisville & Online
Online

03

Sedona

08   09 Light Integration with Jim Self

11

Keahak V
™

25   26 Magic of Merlin

JUNE

04

™

SEPTEMBER

Online

Harmony Integration with Yoham Italy
™

01

Monthly Webcast & Shoud
Keahak™ V

Online

Louisville & Online

Online
Online

NOVEMBER
05

Teacher Council Meeting

14

Keahak™ V

07
28

Monthly Webcast & Shoud
Keahak™ V

Online

Louisville & Online

Online

Online

DECEMBER

Louisville & Online

05

Interview with Rob Gauthier

Online

Online

12

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville & Online

Online

10

Teacher Council Meeting
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FALLING ANGELS
WHAT’S YOUR
THRESHOLD? WHAT’S
HOLDING YOU BACK
FROM BEING ALL
THAT YOU ARE?

By Kim Seppälä

Awakening starts when all the puzzle pieces of your life are thrown into
air and you can’t do anything but watch them fall. It’s chaotic and it doesn’t
make sense. And for the rest of your awakening journey, you try to rearrange the pieces, and because they don’t fit together, you start looking for
the missing piece. We’re all experts at this, professional spiritual seekers.
But that’s our past.
It’s beginning to dawn on me that it’s not about finding the Holy Grail or
the missing piece to any mystery. I have to laugh at myself at the thought
of spending all those lifetimes in mystery schools searching for that missing
piece that didn’t exist – because it never was missing. The only thing ever
missing was the awareness that nothing’s really missing. It’s about looking at the same puzzle pieces that have been there for all those lifetimes and
detecting an order to them where you couldn’t recognize it before. You start
seeing how those pieces link together and then finally, you realize that it doesn’t
even matter how the puzzle pieces are arranged, because you are free and you
can arrange them in any way you want. And that’s the exact moment when you
see the bigger picture, when you’re able to zoom out and see the image represented by that puzzle. When the chaos of life starts to look like the most beautiful choreography, that’s when you know you’re darn close to enlightenment.
The minute you realize that all those pieces are committed to serving you is
when you also realize your mastery. It’s a shift from being committed to something (like a religion) or someone else (like family members) to being totally
committed to yourself and your sovereignty. You remember that the puzzle –
your life – is not your prison; it’s your greatest servant. And it’s been waiting all
this time for you to tell it what form to take. It’s asking you: do you want me to
be full of joy or full of suffering? Shall I be shaped by answers or by problems?
For example, my emotional life has been pretty intense recently. At times,
feeling about a hundred different feelings simultaneously, I get so overwhelmed
by them, like I’m drowning in energies that are beyond my control. This is not
something new. I’ve surely experienced this in countless lifetimes before now.
Yet something is changing. The way I react in these situations is new.
I remember to breathe it all in. I allow myself to feel each emotion intimately, inviting it in close, and funnily enough, instead of drowning in this
sea of emotions and aspects, I feel myself expanding until I’m bigger than
they are. I might feel guilt or anger or sadness, but I know that I’m more
than the sum of my emotions. I am more than an angel with clipped wings;
I’m the one who created all of my experiences, yet I’m not the experience
itself. I just am, and everything else, including time, experiences and emotions, are like rivers passing through me. We’re pushed (by our Selves) to
our limits, in order to expand our concept of who we are and our definition
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of life. The soul
loves expansion.
So now I’m inside
and outside of these
feelings simultaneously, within and
beyond the puzzle
all at once. It’s like
watching a movie
for the second time:
the sad scene still
feels sad, but it’s
not so bad because
I know it is moving toward resolution, maybe even
a happy ending.
And similarly, with
each passing day,
the memory of my
future becomes more refined: I’m starting to remember
my own happy ending, my enlightenment. I don’t believe
that scientists have a word to describe amnesia of the
future, but that’s what we are recovering from. You see,
the puzzle pieces are still what they’ve always been, just
as the emotions are still human emotions; we simply
become more relaxed about playing with them, because
we’re starting to remember the completed picture and
trust in its unfolding.
The more I remember of my future self, my true self,
the more I feel like I’m standing, along with so many
Shaumbra, at the very threshold of my realization. What’s
your threshold? What’s holding you back from being all
that you are?
In the past month I’ve been feeling into this deeply,
and for me personally the threshold is about the state
of “nothing matters” that comes with enlightenment.
Occasionally I get to experience that blissful state of
knowing that everything is completed, everything is
perfect. However, these are fleeting moments within a
relatively controlled and structured day. What if I allowed
myself to be in that reckless state 24/7? Surely my world
would fall apart. Wait, that already happened!
There’s been a lot of falling going on lately: Dreaming
of falling off a cliff; merabhs about falling and flying;
my life falling apart; me discovering each day how to

fall more in love with myself, which leads to falling in
love with life; and, finally, seeing the pieces of me falling into place – lost aspects returning home, my soul
falling into my human.
There is a fear pulling me back from that threshold,
saying that I shouldn’t lose control; that I would indeed
become a “fallen angel” if I let go of worrying, planning
and organizing my life. I often think about a metaphor
that Adamus used in last year’s Ahmyo Retreat: the
master just assumes that the bridge is there and takes
the step into thin air – and either the bridge appears
or you learn how to fly. He was trying to convince us to
be free and lose control, yet I keep seeing the image of
a fallen… I mean falling angel. But then I take a deep
breath and realize that when I don’t care anymore, well,
then I won’t care about the consequences. Meaning that
this attitude of “it doesn’t matter” is a really safe bet.
No matter how you look at it, it will make your life and
your realization easier.
Here’s to falling angels and flying masters!
Kim Seppälä is a new energy writer currently living in
Malta. She occasionally contributes articles to Shaumbra
Magazine and also to Soulstories. To contact Kim send
email to: kim.seppala@gmx.com
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ALL NEW!
OPEN TO ALL SHAUMBRA, AS WELL AS KEAHAK GRADUATES

K
E
A
H
A
K
:
SPIRIT AND ENERGY
IN MOTION

KEAHAK V:
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED

A ONE-YEAR ADVANCED

Keahak has been recognized as one of the most impactful
and beneficial Crimson Circle programs for Shaumbra who are
committed to embodied enlightenment in this lifetime.

PROGRAM WITH ADAMUS AND
ST. GERMAIN, DESIGNED FOR

This year’s updated Keahak V program will be a blend of the
‘regular’ Keahak programs and Keahak Life (the program for
Keahak graduates). This means the newest, deepest and most
transformational experiences are available for all participants.
In addition to the two monthly channels, Adamus will personally work with all Keahakers on various aspects of their lives and
embodied enlightenment.

THE REALIZATION OF YOUR
“I AM” CONSCIOUSNESS
INTO YOUR DAILY LIFE.

Also, Dr. Douglas Davies will host a monthly online program
called Living in Keahak to discuss and review the recent Keahak

10
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channels. Dr. Doug has an amazing intuitive ability, that, when combined with
his vibrant sense of humor, provides a deep and practical level of understanding of the Keahak sessions.

APPLY NOW –
KEAHAK V BEGINS JULY 2015

This intense one-year program with Adamus and
St. Germain includes:
• Two channeled sessions per month
• Access to the House of Keahak website
(connect with other Keahakers, gather for the
sessions, listen to the recordings, etc)
• Monthly “Living in Keahak” show
with Dr. Doug
• Connection with an amazing group of fellow
travelers on the path to embodied enlightenment
• Party and webcast at the end of the
Keahak V year
Language:

English

Cost:

First time in Keahak – $1500

		

Keahak graduate – $1000

Schedule:
Now – Applications being accepted

APPLY FOR KEAHAK V

July 1 – Introduction session for new Keahakers
July 11 – First Keahak V session with Adamus

No payments are required until
you have been accepted into the
program.

Ongoing – Streaming audio access to all Keahak V
recordings

Note: There are no written transcripts of the channels;
Keahak participants must have a good understanding
of spoken English

» INDEX
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CONSCIOUSNESS THEATER
FOR KIDS

NO MORE
VICTIMHOOD!
NO MORE
POWER GAMES!
LOVE YOURSELF!

By Anne & Finn Andersen

12

“If nobody chooses to
be a victim, there will be no
abusers.” Does this sound
familiar to you? If you have
taken the Sexual Energies
School, it surely does.

For a long time it has been our
passion to find a way to bring the
essence of Tobias’ life-changing Sexual
Energies School to children. And now we have,
through the development of a new program called Consciousness Theater for
Kids. We use role-playing (played by us) to show some of the ways that both
energy feeding, as well as a balanced energy exchange, can take place. By
doing so we talk more to the children’s feelings than to their minds and they
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can recognize their own games and often laugh at them. We also do some
exercises with the children such as grounding, breathing, etc., to give them
the opportunity to feel themselves. And of course we talk with the children, so
that they can express their experiences. All this helps them to be clear in their
communications and relationships with others, as well as with themselves.

CONSCIOUSNESS
The evolution of one’s consciousness implies increased sensitivity. This
again makes it necessary to be aware of oneself: Who am I? What do I feel?
What do I think about it? What is mine? What is not mine? How do I separate
myself from others? How can I be satisfied with and love myself? Children are
especially affected by energies around them. They can get hurt, insulted, feel
sorry, happy, overwhelmed, and so much more, but often they don’t know
the cause of their feelings. And the things they are feeling might not even be
their own! (The same goes for many adults...) But being aware and conscious
can be learned.
Being aware is being awake and alert; being in awe; allowing and receiving
with open senses, mouth agape like a little child. To us, consciousness means
being aware that you are aware, being a witness to what’s happening, knowing that you know. A result of being aware and conscious is being able to
make conscious choices.

HOW WE WORK
Before we visit a school classroom, we ask
the teacher about any important issues being
faced in the class. We then use that information to decide what we are going to play
out for them. In the class, after introducing
ourselves and explaining what we are going
to do, we play out five short acts showing
different ways of energy exchange, both balanced and unbalanced. We make it so simple
that the children can easily feel and see what
is going on, and they usually have great comments about it later.
Deep breathing is so important to being
able to feel yourself and find peace within.
We always do it at least twice with the children during the presentation, and even in
such a short period of time it is easy to see
the difference between the first and second
time they do it!

» INDEX
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ROLE-PLAYING
We normally play two situations from the children’s current reality, dealing with the most important issues their teacher has mentioned. We tell
them to be open and feel into what is happening on all levels, and to
notice what they feel about what they are
observing. After the plays we ask them
to express their feelings, putting into
words what they experienced and knowing that there are no wrong answers. Then
we ask, “What might have been done or
said in a different way?” They have many
suggestions and often end up with a balanced solution, meaning no victim and no
abuser! This helps them to see that there
are always several solutions, and it opens
their eyes to the fact that they can choose
in their life. This is a wonderful process.

GROUNDING AND BOUNDARIES
In the role-playing we address the issue
of when you might encounter a point where
you want to say “No!” but you are not sure
it will be respected. We show the difference
between just saying it, versus doing it while being grounded and in your body,
really feeling the “No.” The children then try it for themselves and they can
easily feel and see the difference!

TOUCH
The last exercise we do with the class is
asking them to breathe and relax, then to
touch their face, neck, hands and arms, as
they would caress a pet. Some just enjoy
it; to others it is difficult or embarrassing.
The purpose of this is of course to allow
them to enjoy touching themselves, and
to experience that they don’t have to go to
others for love and acceptance. They can
give it to themselves!

FOLLOW-UP
Not all children have the insights and
ability to feel into – and then stay in touch
with – the feeling of sovereignty, so the pro-

14
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New videos
Unlock Your True Creativity!
Highlights from Kharisma Shoud 8

cess goes on. We regard our work as sowing seeds. You
just never know if or when they will grow and blossom.
Of course the optimal situation is having the presence
of aware teachers and adults in the class or group of
children. But even without this, we have seen children in
a class being able to be clear of victimhood after a onehour session with us. When we returned to the school a
month later, they were still able to say yes and no and
stand up for themselves!

Español NEW!

TRAINING OTHERS
If you feel inspired by this information and would like to
teach children as well, we are offering a Teacher Training
in Consciousness Theater for Kids. The program is a
result of our experience as schoolteachers over nearly
40 years, our spiritual path, and of course is inspired by
Crimson Circle material since 2002 and our work as certified Crimson Circle teachers since 2006.

Merabh for Kyeper
From Kharisma Shoud 8

We have used this program throughout Denmark in
different schools, different age groups and children with
many various diagnoses. The response from children and
their teachers has been very good. You can read about
the teaching and see some of the feedback on www.consciousnesstheater.com.

Español NEW!

Special Message from Adamus
A heartfelt acknowledgement to you

Our next Consciousness Theater for Kids
Teacher Training will be
June 25–26, 2015 in Louisville, Colorado.
MORE INFO

Consciousness for Kids is created and presented by Anne Maribo Andersen and Finn
Andersen. It is not a regular Crimson Circle
class, and their Teacher Training is not part of
the Crimson Circle Advanced Studies program.

Español NEW!

Act of Consciousness

Anne & Finn Andersen are Crimson Circle
certified teachers, mentor teachers and facilitators. Click their names below to read more.
Anne Maribo Andersen
Finn Andersen

» INDEX
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CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any current Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming files for 90 days starting from the day you register.

ADAMUS’ ABUNDANCE CLINIC
Abundance is a challenging issue for many
people on the spiritual path. There are strong
overlays about money being “the root of
evil” and many people have taken vows of
poverty in this or past lifetimes as part of their
spiritual journey. On a more practical basis,
many simply don’t have a financial or business
background, and therefore believe that they
don’t know how to make or manage money.
In this much anticipated clinic, Adamus®
Saint-Germain helps you understand the
resistance to abundance, and gives you the
tools to break through the barriers in order
to receive what you need and deserve in
your life.

Length: 2 sessions
Cost: FREE
Registration closes:
July 1, 2015 – Stream for 90 days
after you register.
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

This clinic is offered free of charge. Please feel
free to send the link to friends and family, and
post it on your favorite social media sites. It
is Adamus’ gift to any spiritual students that
are tired of struggling with abundance issues.

DREAMWALK TO THE CRYSTAL CAVES
Adamus Saint-Germain first talked about the
21 crystal caves in March 2013, saying that
these are literal caverns within the Earth, filled
with beautiful and massive crystals that collect and store the New Energy coming in. This
energy is then available to serve anyone who
wishes to open up and tap into it.
Adamus now invites listeners to come along
with him in this profound DreamWalk® to
the Crystal Caves. Adamus, the master of
inter-dimensional journeys, also cautions that
these energies will amplify anything in your
life. He invites the listener to make sure you
are truly ready for these very potent energies. If you are still playing in self-doubt,
aspects that believe in lack or victimhood,
or other limiting beliefs, the energies of the
crystal caves will greatly magnify what you are
choosing. However, if you have released your
façades and choose to fully stand in your I Am
Presence, the energies from the Crystal Caves
will amplify your true creatorship.

16
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Length: 1 session
Cost: $25 USD
Registration closes:
July 1, 2015 – Stream for 90 days
after you register.
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

NEW

READER REVIEWS
Brilliant information for those who are ready to
expand their consciousness and re-member themselves. This book is both deeply moving and incredibly insightful. It gives direct guidance on how to create your reality in the New Energy. – D
Incredible, clear and very concise information about
the journey to becoming and realizing yourself as a
Master. As the title says, it’s all an act and this book
will help you to become the Master on the stage of
your life. – MR

Available on Amazon as a paperback or e-book.

ORDER NOW!

WATCH VIDEO

ACT OF
CONSCIOUSNESS

TO BE OR NOT TO BE… ENLIGHTENED
Available as Paperback or eBook
Life is an act. We act like humans, and therefore we
experience like humans, with the limitations, shortcomings and drama that mask our underlying angelic consciousness. It’s an unnatural act that we have come to
accept as reality.
In the long awaited Act of Consciousness, Adamus
Saint-Germain dives deep into the metaphysics of
reality creation. In short, he declares that acting like a
Master rather than a less-than-perfect human will literally change the type of energy being attracted into your
life, and therefore change your reality.

This is a true breakthrough book. Spiritually
inspiring and frightening in its directness; it does
not diddle-widdle around metaphysical woolly concepts and “feel good” ideas and mental-emotional
smooching caresses but goes right to the heart of
life: how to integrate BOTH our natures and essences
– the divine and the temporal. For me a “one out of
maybe ten must read” books of this decade. Get it,
read it, live it, pass it on, share enlightened living with
your own self and others. – WvR
I thoroughly enjoyed this simple, yet profound book. It
gives an entirely fresh perspective on how we create our
experiential reality. – GM
For anyone who has the knowingness that this is the
lifetime for integration and realization, there could not be
a better book to experience. – KH
This little book has transformed my life! Such powerful information. Thank you Adamus for sharing your
wisdom. – CB

German version coming in June 2015.

» INDEX
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SEXUAL
ENERGIES
UPDATE

JUNE
27 – 29, 2015
CRIMSON CIRCLE
CONNECTION
CENTER

FIRST TIME OFFERED ONLINE
LOUISVILLE,
COLORADO USA
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One of the core Crimson Circle workshops, Tobias’ Sexual Energy
School (SES) teaches about a consciousness virus that has been part
of humanity for eons of time. This virus causes energy feeding of all
types, and in large and small ways. These include seduction energies, attention seeking, monopolizing conversations, chronic emotional imbalance, drama, control and power issues, victim-abuser
dynamics, and much more.

«

SES teaches the student about the many ways the virus manifests in their
own life and how to end the cycle of energy stealing. It also teaches the
student that love for self is the greatest gift they can give themselves, as
well as other people in their lives, and it can be realized through the sacred
practice of Aliyah. According to Tobias, Aliyah means Self love, a blessing of
love within. Aliyah dates back to the Atlantean times, and through this school
Tobias brought it back to current times.
Generally speaking, it isn’t hard to tell whether or not someone has taken
SES – and more importantly, embodied the teachings of SES – by how they
carry and manage their energy. It is similar to being able to sense whether
someone has been in military or police service, whether someone is an engineer, artist or musician, etc.
SES is now being updated and, for the first
time ever, offered online. If you’ve never taken
SES, this is the perfect time. If you’ve already
taken SES and want a refresher, this is a great
opportunity to experience the energies again,
and get an update too (at a 50% discount*).

UPDATE INCLUDES:
• Edited versions of Tobias’ original
SES channels
• Hosting, insights and comments by
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
• New channels and guided experiences with Adamus
• Online access for 10 days after the
event
COST:
$595 (in-person or online) Includes 10-day
access to streaming video

*Verified SES graduates can attend online for $297.50 (please send request)

Please click below for additional important information about this class.
MORE INFO

» INDEX
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CURRY ME HOME!
During my travels in India in my early twenties I had a mysterious encounter
and a memorable experience of soul-destiny that was truly meaningful to me.
It came back into my memory recently during the Threshold event in Canada
and again during the Kasama workshop in Kauai. Even though it happened
more then 20 years ago, it still seems like yesterday. Isn’t it interesting how
some experiences in life completely transcend our usual timeframe and seem
to belong to a more timeless realm, a realm of soul destiny, of Kasama.
The year was 1991 and I was sitting on the banks of the river Ganges in
Varanasi, one of the ancient holy cities in India. Life along that river
was truly exciting and one could spend days and days just watching
the happenings on the ‘Ghats,’ the stairs that lead down from the
city and temples to the holy river. Those Ghats and life on the Ghats
basically provided everything for the Hindus to have their holy dip in
the water. There were platforms with small tea stores, barbers, massagists and small stores full of all kinds of kitschy and colorful religious
items. There were priests doing their ceremonies, burning incense
and throwing flowers into the river while chanting their mantras, and
of course thousands of people taking their ritual bath. There were
also plenty of dogs, goats, cows and monkeys inhabiting those Ghats
and the smell of animal poop and open sewage flowing into the river
competed with the smell of incense and the overall sacred fragrance
and atmosphere of the site.
All in all, one had only to sit there and observe and have a blast
of an experience. That’s what I did. I was sitting there in a little tea
stall sipping my chai when suddenly an elderly man with a beard and
a friendly face turned around, looked deep into my eyes and asked,
“Do you know, why you are here?”

By Gerhard Fankhauser

I was a bit surprised and my instinct was to answer ‘Of course!’ But somehow I didn’t say anything and instead started to contemplate that question
while a kind of movie began to run on the screen of my mind. In that movie I
saw all the steps that had taken place to actually bring me here.
I saw a sequence of happenings and meetings that finally lead up to that
very moment. I remembered talks and conversations on the way, things that
had been more or less significant, many special encounters and moments
all the way back into my early childhood and birth. And suddenly I had the
realization that it has all been good and perfect. Suddenly my entire journey
with all its good and bad moments made perfect sense. I could see that the
whole river of my life couldn’t have been any different; in fact I could really
feel that it was absolutely perfect until that very moment. And more than that,
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suddenly for a blink of a moment I understood that it’s the same for all other
people too, that their lives were also perfect and there were no mistakes. I
experienced and felt that ‘all is well in all of creation.’
I don’t know how long that experience had lasted, but when I came back
to my ordinary senses, that man was gone and I was no longer the same. It
was a bit much for a young man to comprehend, but it definitely took away
some confusion and lifted me into another realm of consciousness, a state of
‘Knowing.’ Suddenly I felt the inner temple; that place
of peace within me, and a state of mind that was simply
agreeing with life and seeing it’s stunning beauty and
perfection. Of course, this extraordinary state didn’t
last forever but it left an everlasting impression.
Later on in my life I started to experience that inner
temple again through music when suddenly there is a
breakthrough from doing and efforting into pure being
and joy. While my mind is busy with musical practicalities like listening, tuning and scales, there is suddenly
an expansion and space for my consciousness to experience the pure presence of the moment. During the
recent workshop on Kauai when Adamus guided us to
enter the temple of Kasama, I knew exactly what he
was talking about and smiled. Sitting on stage, feeling
the bliss of that moment and the music simply flowing
through us, I suddenly remembered that Indian story
again. I was in it again. There was no time, only the
timeless presence of my soul’s destiny, Kasama.
At the closing dinner later that evening, after a few
glasses of wine and while chatting with an Australian
Shaumbra lady about Kuthumi, Einat had the sudden
inspiration of the slogan “Curry me home.” It gave us
a good laugh for the rest of the evening and somehow
summed it all up for me; Kauai, good wine, the temple,
my memory of that story – Kasama!
Aloha, Master G
Coming up:
During our recent wintertime visit to Colorado we did a few special recordings, two of them being Kasama and Into Knowingness, truly magical and now
available in the Crimson Circle Store.
Next September there will be another Mystery School of Music retreat.
More details and information will be coming soon. Visit our website and
keep in touch!
www.oryom-music.com

» INDEX
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Cost: $20
Format: MP3 & PDF
Length: 33:36

Presented by:
Adamus of St. Germain
channeled by
Geoffrey Hoppe
Yoham
(Gerhard Fankhauser
& Einat Gilboa)

INTO KNOWINGNESS
THE CONSTANT REVEALING
Featuring Adamus Saint-Germain and Yoham

Join Adamus as he invites you into a beautiful and
sacred journey deep into your own knowingness, with
musical accompaniment from Yoham. This knowingness is full, complete, and goes far beyond the mind.
It has always been there, you have always felt there
was something more, and now it is time to open up
to it completely.
According to Adamus, the mind is usually in an adversarial relationship with you, always trying to fix, change,
analyze and judge. It will try to ignore or even destroy
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SAMPLE
MORE INFO

what it doesn’t understand, even if that means destroying itself. But the knowingness realizes that everything is
already worked out, that all truly is well in all of creation.
It is the constant revealing or unveiling of the perfection
and realization it already knows.
Accompanied by the gently beautiful music of Yoham
and guided by the inspired wisdom of Adamus, you
will want to listen to Into Knowingness again and again.
Feel the sparkles of knowingness that are already there,
already waiting for you to allow them into your life.

Cost: $20
MP3 & PDF
Run time: 34:44

Presented by:
Adamus of St. Germain
channeled by
Geoffrey Hoppe
Yoham
(Gerhard Fankhauser
& Einat Gilboa)

KASAMA

SAMPLE

THE SOUL’S DESTINY
Featuring Adamus Saint-Germain and Yoham

With the gentle tones of Yoham in the background,
Adamus invites the listener into a deep inner experience
of Kasama, the soul’s timeless realization. He says, “I
come to you now. I sit beside you. I’m as close as your
breath. I am with you in this journey helping to guide you
into one of the most sacred deepest parts of you.”
Sometimes called ‘kismet,’ Adamus says that
Kasama is the guiding force of your life and has far
more influence than astrology, numerology, other
people, Spirit and even mass consciousness. He then

MORE INFO

uses the metaphor of a tree, with its roots hidden
deep underground – you rooted into yourself – while
the branches above go through the many seasons and
experiences of its existence.
Kasama is a beautiful experience deep into yourself.
It will remind you that, no matter how things appear
all around you, the destiny of your soul has already
been realized.

“RELAX INTO KASAMA –
THE FULL EXPERIENCE OF LIFE.”

» INDEX
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ADDICTION UNPLUGGED

FREE YOURSELF
GRACEFULLY!

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15,

LIVE AT THE
CRIMSON CIRCLE STUDIO,
LOUISVILLE, COLORADO
AND ONLINE VIA THE
CRIMSON CIRCLE
CLOUD CLASS

10:00 AM – 5:00 PM
SUNDAY, AUGUST 16,
09:30 AM – 1:30 PM

FEATURING
HAY HOUSE AUTHOR
JOHN FLAHERTY AND
ADAMUS SAINT-GERMAIN

24
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A NEW ENERGY APPROACH TO RELEASING ANYTHING IN YOUR LIFE…
INCLUDING ADDICTIONS

AS YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS
EXPANDS, ADDICTIONS
DISSOLVE

Life can be addictive… Not just drugs, alcohol and tobacco, but
also emotions, drama, relationships, low self-worth, lack of abundance
and health issues. We get stuck in patterns and then forget why the
pattern was originally created. Then, the behavior becomes addictive
because it’s familiar, comfortable and sometimes deeply ingrained.

We have all been challenged by
addictive behaviors, whether you
have become aware of your own or
whether they remain subtly hidden
from you. Not that there is anything wrong in that; both Tobias and
Adamus have revealed to us their
own personal challenges that were
distractions to them, too, until they
were able to dissolve them.

Addiction Unplugged acknowledges that for far too long, we have
all been playing out a victim consciousness, convincing ourselves
that dependency and powerlessness are absolutely fundamental to
the human condition. Nowhere is this belief more deeply ingrained
than in the world of addiction, including the traditional treatment and
recovery programs available to the masses. Drawing on modern-day
scientific discoveries, ancient spiritual wisdom, and real-life testimonies, John Flaherty presents the practical means to move beyond the
drama of addictive behaviors; leading the way out of victim mentality
and into a more compelling, spiritually liberating, and empowered
way of living.

Adamus says,
“I understand exactly what you
are going through. After all, I was
trapped in my crystal prison for over
100,000 years. You are smarter than
me because you’re not going to get
stuck for 100,000 years. Perhaps just
a few life times!”

Addiction Unplugged is a radical departure from the traditional
ways of treating addictions, presenting revolutionary new insights and
groundbreaking processes which open the way to an entirely different
experience of yourself.
This special seminar is for anyone with ANY form of addiction or
dependency, as well as counselors, facilitators, and people in relationships with addicts. In Addiction Unplugged, you will:

Nor did Tobias hide his own struggles from us when he admitted:

Dispel the myth of addiction, which has led you to accept the illusion of powerlessness

“I became very sad, very depressed
and I turned to one of my favorite
pleasures ... wine ... a lot of wine! I
found myself getting angry at God
and at myself and started indulging
a little bit easier, each day a little
more and more, and each day was
a little worse than the day before,
trying to find some kind of pleasure
that seemed to be missing from my
life. It helped me relieve so much of
my pain. And, even when I wasn’t
drinking, my addictive energy carried over into my next life.”

Transcend the obstacles which appear to be so insurmountable, by
uncovering the judgments, beliefs and thoughts that have kept you
fearful, limited and suppressed
Slip away from the fallacy of ‘need,’ which has kept you fastened in
a locked-down and tunnel-visioned reality
Allow the freedom you desire to be so much more than the addictions you are ready to leave behind.
Together with Adamus Saint-Germain, John Flaherty will teach you
not only how to be free of your addiction, but to transcend your addiction to the intoxicating way of life that you’ve been living.
» INDEX
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About the author: John Flaherty is an experienced teacher of spiritual and
emotional wellbeing. An expert in the field of addictions, he has inspired
people in many different parts of the world to be free of their addictive behaviors and to live a more fulfilled existence. John began his career as a Catholic
priest, but after eleven years, he made a life-changing decision to leave the
priesthood and begin his own personal journey of self-discovery, self-awareness, and self-empowerment. Further academic study gave him a BA with
honors in theology from Leeds University, England, and a Master’s degree in
drug and alcohol policy from Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland. Searching always
for the most effective and progressive tools to move beyond limiting beliefs
and fears, John became a master practitioner of neuro-linguistic programming (NLP), time line therapy and hypnosis, and then gained certification as a
master practitioner and trainer of Meridian Energy Psychology. John’s life journey has taken him throughout Europe and North America, where in both the
statutory and private sectors he established and managed innovative projects
and psychotherapy services for those addicted to alcohol and substance use.

Attend in person or online:
All attendees will have streaming access to the complete
video recordings for 90 days.
Live Event:
August 15-16, 2015
Cost (in-person or online):
Early bird: $250 through July 24, 2014
Regular: $300 after July 24, 2015
All registration includes 90-day streaming access to the video files
Please review the Technical Requirement FAQ’s before registering

Cancellation policy (online or in person):
25% cancellation fee until August 7, 2015
Nonrefundable after August 8, 2015

For more information, please, contact:
Maija Leisso at maija@crimsoncircle.com
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JUNE 2015
SEDONA EVENTS
3 MAGICAL EVENTS
IN SEDONA!

JUNE 2 AND 5–9, 2015
Sedona, Arizona is considered the New Age mecca of
North America. Its natural beauty is unsurpassed. In the
midst of the Sonoran Desert, Sedona’s main attraction
is its array of red sandstone formations. The formations
appear to glow in brilliant orange and red when illuminated by the rising or setting sun. The red rocks form
a popular backdrop for many activities, ranging from
spiritual pursuits to the hundreds of hiking and mountain
biking trails. Join us in Sedona this June for one, two or
all of the events.

SEDONA, USA
Kahu Fred Sterling – Master Kirael; Peggy Phoenix
Dubro – Divine Feminine; Steve Rother – The Group;
Ronna Herman – Archangel Michael; James Tyberonn
– Archangel Metatron; Marilyn Harper – Master Yeshua

KRYON GRAND CANYON TOUR
June 2

MORE INFO – GRAND CANYON TOUR

Nothing can prepare one for the enormity of the
Grand Canyon. It is almost as if the heart and soul of
the earth has suddenly been laid bare. Come see it
with Lee Carroll/Kryon, Kahuna Kalei’iliahi, Geoffrey
Hoppe/Kuthumi lal Singh, Peggy Phoenix Dubro/Divine
Feminine, and Lupito Jones (Crystal Tones).

LIGHT INTEGRATION

For the Body of Consciousness
June 8–9

KRYON CHANNELER’S SUMMIT
June 5–7

MORE INFO – KRYON SUMMIT

The Summit will feature 12 world–class channelers over
a three–day period.
Channelers include (in order of appearance):
Lee Carroll – Kryon; Jeff Michaels – Onereon; Marilyn
Harper – Adironnda; Geoffrey Hoppe – Adamus
Saint–Germain; Jonette Crowley – Mark & Ashtatara;
Prageet Harris – Alcazar; Jim Self – The Archangels;

MORE INFO – LIGHT INTEGRATION

Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe team up with Jim Self
(Mastering Alchemy) for an intense two–day workshop.
In recent years both the Crimson Circle and Mastering
Alchemy work have been focused on receiving the Light
Body. For the first time, these teachers come together for
the light body integration. In this interactive workshop,
attendees will learn about the attributes of the Light
Body and the Light Mind, and have experiences with
the physical body meeting the light body. This workshop
is not recommended for persons currently taking anti–
depressant or anti–anxiety medications.

» INDEX
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SATURDAY, JULY 18, 2015
Live at the Crimson Circle studio,
Louisville, Colorado and online via the
Crimson Circle Cloud Class
ATTEND IN PERSON OR ONLINE:
All attendees will have access to the
complete video recordings for 90 days.
LIVE EVENT:
Saturday, July 18, 2015
10:00 AM – 4:00 PM

PROGNOST™
2015 MIDYEAR
UPDATE
Adamus® Saint-Germain returns for an update to the
ProGnost workshop held in January 2015. Now that we’re
in the second half of the year, we’re seeing the results
of the huge energy shifts that occurred in the first few
months. What’s ahead for the rest of the year and into
early 2016? In this ProGnost 2015 Update, Adamus will
discuss the consciousness shifts and energy trends that
will affect global news and individual wellbeing for the
months to come.
ProGnost 2015 Update is an in-person and online
venue for taking a look into the energy dynamics of 2015
and beyond in order to understand the appropriateness
of the changes that will be affecting the planet. It will also
give you tools to help maintain an abundant balance in
your life, facilitate your embodied enlightenment, and
have the discernment to know the difference between
distractions and opportunities.
The ProGnost 2015 Update is open to everyone, even if you didn’t attend or view the original
ProGnost 2015 event.
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CLOUD CLASS REGISTRATION ENDS:
October 17, 2015
COST (in-person or online):
$75 early-bird, through June 30, 2015
$95 regular, July 1 and after
All registration includes 90-day streaming
access to the video files

Please review the Technical Requirement
FAQ’s before registering
CANCELLATION POLICY
(online or in person):
25% cancellation fee until July 11, 2015
Nonrefundable after July 11, 2015

REGISTRATION OPENS SOON

MORE INFO

THE MAGIC OF MERLIN
the Merlins including time distortion and time travel,
bi-location (appearing in multiple places and realms at
the same time), using your Pakauwah, making yourself
invisible, reflection (mirror) projection, water gazing and
much more.
Important notes: This will be a highly experiential workshop, not just lectures and merabhs. We STRONGLY recommend that attendees have taken the Sexual Energies
School prior to this event. We do NOT recommend
taking this workshop if you are currently taking antidepressant or anti-anxiety medications, generally known
as SSRIs, or have taken any of these medications within
the past 18 months.

DATES:
Friday, September 25 – Saturday, September 26

SEPTEMBER 25–26, 2015
SIBIU, ROMANIA
FEATURING
ADAMUS SAINT-GERMAIN
GEOFFREY & LINDA HOPPE

SIZE:
Limited to 80 attendees plus staff.
SCHEDULE:
Friday, September 25 – 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Saturday, September 26 – 10:00 AM – 4:00 PM
LANGUAGE:

Adamus Saint-German returns to Romania, his childhood home-place, for a two-day event in September. We
will explore the Magic of Merlin in beautiful Sibiu, located
right at the heart of Romania, on the northern side of
the Carpathian mountains, in Transylvania. The medieval
Sibiu was named European Capital of Culture in 2007.

All sessions are conducted in English. Romanian
translation is available at a surcharge of 10 EUR /
person collected at site

As Adamus notes, “Merlin” is a title rather than name.
There have been many Merlins throughout the ages.
Even Saint-Germain was known as Kammet the Merlin in
the times of Camelot. Many Merlins trained and lived in
Transylvania due to the exceptional, mysterious energies
of the region. The area was also home to several Mystery
Schools dating as recent as 300 years ago.

Regular price: $500USD after August 11, 2015.

REGISTRATION COST:
Early bird: $395 USD through August 11, 2015.

REGISTRATION OPENS SOON

MORE INFO

In The Magic of Merlin, Adamus will unveil secrets of
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

Standing by the river watching the water rush past, full and swift with the
recent snowmelt from the mountains, my consciousness began to drift. There’s
something mesmerizing about flowing water and I felt myself soften; the tight
thought-spring in my head began to unwind,
my brain cells slowed their pounding
and my body relaxed. Staring into
the water on this gray spring
day, a memory floated to the
surface ... something about
imagination, about creating
my own reality.

IMAGINE

After several weeks of high
intensity projects, it felt good
have the computer out of reach
for a while. Strolling through the park we
stopped under a bridge and just watched the water for a
while. It seemed to whisper a reminder of something… but what? Ah yes, the
river flowing by the Shaumbra Service Center. Remember that place, nestled
in the edge of the forest just down the road from Tobias’ Cottage? It’s been a
while since I’ve been there, but one of my favorite parts is the beautiful river in
back. The water flows warm and refreshing, and I love to be in it. And I don’t
mean just floating on the surface.
In that magical place reality is a little different. I like to imagine myself submerged in the river, the water flowing around and through me as if I’m porous,
washing away the clutter and stress of daily life. It is unbelievably rejuvenating. And now, standing next to the river in the park, my reality shifted ever so
slightly. Instead of cold, muddy spring runoff, it became clear and crystalline
and I imagined lying in it, just like at the Center. Within moments I felt rejuvenated and refreshed, my body tingling with life, the weariness forgotten. My
imagination had actually changed my reality!
Tobias said, “It is real if you allow it to be.”
Adamus declares, “Life is an act of consciousness.”
What they are constantly trying to remind us is that our reality is up to us.
We tend to think it is created by aspects, past choices, mass consciousness
– which is really just a bunch of people imagining the same stuff – guiding
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angels, or some other thing we don’t quite understand.
Then we cope with the daily deliveries that Life brings to
our door, mostly unaware of when or how we placed the
order. We have forgotten the potency of our imagination.
I’m sure you know by now that creativity is a passion of
mine (and I like the new word Adamus gave it recently:
Kyeper). But creativity isn���������������������������������
’��������������������������������
t about fixing something or conjuring up some commodity we don’t have such as money,
a partner, a better body, peaceloveandjoy, or whatever
else. Creativity is using our imagination as it was meant to
be – not as a means to an end but as its own reward.
I define imagination as “giving myself the experience.”
And we are, at the core, creator souls imagining this crazy

experience so well that we forgot how it happened. But
some of us are beginning to remember; our imagination
is waking up.
As a child I had the privilege of living in a home surrounded by untamed forest, and I loved being alone out
in the wild. But eventually I grew up and for many years
lived in urban areas, always missing that connection
with nature. In 2007 I attended Adamus’ DreamWalker
Ascension School, during which he asks the students to
make some conscious choices. My first and most passionate choice was “a home in the mountains.” At the time
it seemed utterly impossible in ‘real life,’ but I loved the
imagination of it... the wind whispering through the pines,
the birds and squirrels and deer wandering through, the
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forest floor beneath my feet, the fresh air, the stillness. That imagined reality
was always there, available whenever I wanted to have that experience, and
declaring my choice during the School made it clearer than ever.
Believe it or not, through completely unforeseen circumstances, less than
two years later I actually moved into my new home in the mountains! How did
I do it? Well, it wasn’t through working or visualizing or trying to create my
reality a certain way. No, I just indulged in my imagination now and then, and
continued dancing with whatever life brought to my door. But you see. when
a creator imagines, reality happens!
What do you imagine? I��������������������������������������������������
’�������������������������������������������������
m not talking about your thoughts; those are haphazard, don’t have any creative energy in them and most don’t even belong to
you. Where does your imagination go? How do you see or fantasize yourself,
the world, and life in general? It’s an important question because how you
imagine it has a huge effect on how you actually experience it.
For me, I avoid giving energy to a world I don’t want or imagining myself
with an illness or some calamity. Sure I think about those things sometimes,
but the minute I start imagining them, I choose something else. Well, most
of the time anyway. A few days ago while chopping vegetables for dinner, I
absently wondered if I was ‘doing it right,’ holding the knife correctly and all
that. My imagination wandered off into what would happen if I slipped … and
suddenly the knife came down on my finger!! The wound was relatively minor,
but it definitely got my attention. Why on earth did I imagine that into my
reality? Perhaps to show myself just how potent my creativity really is. I wasn’t
trying to create anything, it was just a daydream; but that’s the purest form
of imagination – having the experience regardless of the ‘reality’ around you.
When Adamus declares that, “All is well in all of creation,” we have an
opportunity to imagine what that’s like. But here’s the catch: don’t wait till
‘someday’ to live in that world. I know a number of people who spend a lot of
time and energy imagining what they despise about the world – and of course
there are plenty of politicians, governments, wasteful companies and stupid
people to go around – but they just can’t understand why that’s the reality
they keep experiencing. Want a different world? Want to be in balance? Want
your realization? Imagine it! Give yourself the experience of it today, right
now. Close your eyes, fire up your imagination, and expand into a new reality.
The point is to HAVE the experience you want, right now. Don’t hope it’ll
happen someday, thereby imagining constant postponement. Don’t wait for
it to happen when you’re enlightened. Experience whatever you want now.
Then you’ll see how nothing has gone wrong, nothing needs fixed, and all
is truly well. There is only imagination – your true creativity – waiting to be
revived. And then one day, a muddy river becomes a fountain of youth with
only a breath. It’s real if you allow it to be!
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

ASPECTOLOGY®
SCHOOL

DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION

DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS

April 28–30, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Claudia Cuesta

May 1–2, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

June 19–21, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

April 29–May 1, 2015
Canton San Vicente, Manabi, Ecuador
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola

June 13–14, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

June 19–21, 2015
Dijon, France
Florin Ilie Mandiuc

May 15–17, 2015
Golden, Colorado, United States
Joep Claessens and Jean Tinder
May 22–24, 2015
Porto Alegre, Brazil
Julio Oliveira
May 29–31, 2015
Ibague, Colombia
José Luis Vargas Flórez and Alvaro Trujillo Ayerbe
June 5–7, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

June 12–14, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

May 1–3, 2015
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

May 1–3, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril

July 10–12, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster

June 19–21, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Andrea Spitzer

May 1–3, 2015
Bad Honnef near Bonn, Germany
Brise Baulitz

July 10–12, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

September 4–6, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Andrea Spitzer

May 1–3, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

September 4–6, 2015
Szczecin, Poland
Iwona Wirkus

September 11–13, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster

May 1–3, 2015
Campinas, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto

» INDEX
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS
May 2–4, 2015
Adelaide, Australia
Margaret Wild
May 8–10, 2015
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

July 31–August 2, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer

May 22–24, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster

September 12–14, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Joep Claessens

May 29–31, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

October 23–25, 2015
Groebenzell, Germany
Dagmar Wollenweber

June 5–7, 2015
Santa Maria, RS, Brazil
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola
June 19–21, 2015
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

May 8–10, 2015
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

May 13–15, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

June 4–6, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

June 19–21, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Virgilia Aguirre
September 7–9, 2015
Szczecin, Poland
Iwona Wirkus

June 5–7, 2015
Munich, Germany
Antje Westermann

April 30–May 2, 2015
Nazareth, Israel
Karin Hoyer and Jutta Bosch

June 12–14, 2015
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi

May 8–10, 2015
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

June 19–21, 2015
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook

May 15–17, 2015
Tampere, Finland
Eijamaria Broholm

July 10–12, 2015
Santa Maria, RS, Brazil
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola

May 15–17, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Brenda Harley and Andrea Spitzer

May 14–16, 2015
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

July 24–26, 2015
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler

May 22–24, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

May 22–24, 2015
Bogota, Colombia
Hilda Diaz (Shaztia)
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CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

May 29–31, 2015
La Tour–de–Trême, Fribourg, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

April 28–30, 2015
Cascais, Portugal
Raquel Miranda and Ruud den Turk

June 12–14, 2015
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler

May 1–3, 2015
Gröbenzell near Munich, Germany
Dagmar Wollenweber and Alex Gall

August 14–16, 2015
Queretaro, Mexico
Stephan Weigandt

May 8–10, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar and Claudia Gil Reloba

May 14–17, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

June 12–14, 2015
Longmont, Colorado, United States
Lara Henderson and Julie Mack
June 12–14, 2015
Krummhörn near Emden/Ostfriesland,
Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak
June 12–14, 2015
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger and Martina Kaiser

May 15–17, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Michele Morayta and Matilde Monroy

NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZETM

June 5–7, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene
June 12–14, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

May 14–16, 2015
Basel, Switzerland
Viola Koehler and Marika Kontuniemi

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

June 5–7, 2015
Navata, Girona, Spain
Àngel Estois and Denise Grace Nicolau

May 23–25, 2015
Copenhagen, Denmark
Anne Soevang and Bettina Maria Weigel Andersen
June 5–7, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Pilar Acevedo and Virgilia Aguirre
June 5–7, 2015
Bremen, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Ingrid Aldendorff
June 5–7, 2015
Tampere, Finland
Eijamaria Broholm and Susanne Nordström
June 5–7, 2015
Cordes sur ciel, France
Jean–Pascal Danos and Irene Berger

» INDEX

July 10–12, 2015
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves
July 17–19, 2015
Gold Coast QLD, Australia
Gabrielle Maria and Leanne Woodbury
July 17–19, 2015
Szczecin, Poland
Magdalena Proch and Anna Buczkowska
August 21–23, 2015
Lower North Island, New Zealand
Shikaiyana Nelson and Carol Clearwater
September 25–27, 2015
Longmont, Colorado, United States
Lara Henderson and Julie Mack
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CRIMSON
CIRCLE
TEACHER
TRAINING
READY TO BE A CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER?
There can be many different reasons that someone decides to
attend a Crimson Circle Advanced Studies teacher training.
Some do it to deepen their own personal knowledge of the material, and some love sharing their insights with others and conducting workshops. Whatever your reason, training to become a
Crimson Circle teacher will add a new dimension to your
personal experience of the materials.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS
To teach any of the Crimson Circle classes, you must:
Pay for and attend the class you desire to teach
Pay for and attend Tobias’ Sexual Energies School
Check the Teacher Training listings in your area,
or contact Maija Leisso for more information

Note that for some Advanced Studies certifications
(Aspectology, Journey of the Angels and
DreamWalker Life) you must also be a certified
Sexual Energies School teacher.
MORE INFO
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ASPECTOLOGY® SCHOOL
November 8–10, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, USA
David McMaster and Iwona Wirkus

DREAMWALKER™ ASCENSION
May 28–31, 2015
Santa Maria, Brazil
Maria Luisa Gaxiola and Raiza Preziuso

DREAMWALKER™ DEATH TRANSITIONS
June 18-21, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Carmen Mihaela Rivalet
September 1-4, 2015
Ft. Collins, United States
Paul Cook and David R. McMaster

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
November 3–6, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, USA
David McMaster and Iwona Wirkus

NEW TRANSLATIONS
CATEGORY

TITLE

LANGUAGE

PRICE

Special Topics

Music

Dutch

$18.75

MORE INFO

Conspiracies

Japanese

$18.75

MORE INFO

Lords of Freedom

French

$12.50–25.00

MORE INFO

Mormons & other Families

Dutch

$18.75

MORE INFO

The New Earth

Dutch

$18.75

MORE INFO

Soul Encounter

Ukrainian

$25

MORE INFO

Yes, I Am Enlightened

Ukrainian

$25

MORE INFO

Intensives

The Oslo Sessions

Polish

$25

MORE INFO

Music

Studio K

Polish

$18.75

MORE INFO

Merabhs

Abundance

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

Clarity

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

Crystal Energies

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

Dream Flight

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

Going Beyond

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

Grace

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

I-Nergize

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

Just Passing Through

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

Light Body

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

Love of Self

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

Sensual Well-Being

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

What is Love

French

$18.75

MORE INFO

VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS

» INDEX
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